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Image processing, in particular motion tracking, is playing an important
role in biomedical engineering and in other domains such as materials and
mechanical engineering. However, despite important progress made in the past
decades, robustness, efficiency and precision of the existing methods must
still  be  improved  to  translate  them  into  medical  and  engineering
applications  [1].  Equilibrated  Warping  is  a  novel  image  registration
approach,  based  on  the  finite  element  method  and  the  equilibrium  gap
regularization [2]. The finite element method is used to formulate the image
registration problem, i.e., to find the displacement field that best match
the source and target images, allowing to ensure some regularity to the
solution.  However,  because  of  image  limited  resolution  and  noise,  this
problem  is  ill-posed,  and  requires  regularization.  The  equilibrium  gap
regularization essentially penalizes any deviation from the solution of a
hyperelastic body in equilibrium with arbitrary loads prescribed at the
boundary [3]. It thus represents a regularization with strong mechanical
basis.
In  the  presentation,  I  will  first  describe  the  consistent  formulation,
linearization  and  discretization  of  the  regularized  image  registration
problem. On simple synthetic images examples, I will provide first elements
of validation, and show that the equilibrated warping method is effective
and robust: regularization strength and image noise have minimal impact on
motion tracking. Then, I will provide further elements of validation, and
show  that  equilibrated  warping  compares  very  well  with  other  image
registration methods on a public cardiac motion tracking challenge data [1],
on both cardiac Magnetic Resonnance (MR) and Ultrasound (US) images. I will
finally show results of the equilibrated warping method applied to in vivo
tagged (3D CSPAMM) and untagged (CINE) cardiac magnetic resonance images of
a healthy volunteer: the method allows to extract main deformation features
of the left ventricle (radial thickening, circumferential and longitudinal
shortening, ventricular twist), as well as finer features of deformations.
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